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SAVE
$1000’s

www.dreamdoorskitchens.com

All cabinetry and doors come with a 10 year guarantee



Important Notice
Before replacing your kitchen, there are many questions you will want answered. Please take a moment to read these 
notes as we guarantee they will save you both time and money. 

DOORS In timber, vinyl wrapped MDF or melamine, all Dream Doors are made to the highest standards and with 
matching colour backs where possible. There are thousands of possible combinations - all made-to-measure 
especially for you. 

UNITS Dream Doors supply rigid, pre-assembled units which are available in a variety of colours to match your chosen 
doors. These are units of the utmost quality. 

FITTING On average, installation will take place 6-8 weeks from your order and by a qualified and approved local fitting 
team. Door replacements take as little as one day to install - worktops and appliances will usually take another day. 

PAYMENT A 50% deposit is paid with the order, a further 40% 7 days before your joinery arrives and the 10% balance 
on satisfactory completion of the work. 

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST? Some companies will guess for you and be wrong and, at best, give an estimate to the 
nearest $1000... ignore them! We will give you a guaranteed quote.
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A Brief History of Dream Doors
Dream Doors first opened in the UK in February 2000 and is the UK’s and 
New Zealand’s largest franchised kitchen door replacement company. 
Australia opened in January 2014. There are several franchised areas across 
the UK, New Zealand and Australia. By choosing a franchised outlet, you will 
benefit from the quality and reassurance of a national brand along with the 
personal approach of a local business owner. 

Dream Doors are Franchise Association members, so customers can be 
assured of the best possible standards in product and service. 

In 2010 Dream Doors launched the world’s first online made-to-measure 
kitchen ordering system, to help customers make the right purchasing choice 
at the right price. This unique system provides total cost transparency to the 
customer. (Why don’t all companies work this way?)

With thousands of satisfied customers across the world, Dream Doors have 
the experience to help you make the right decision for your home. 
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Kitchen Facelifts
It’s so easy! By just swapping your doors and drawer fronts you can dramatically change the look of your kitchen.  
This gives you an amazing transformation without the huge cost and inconvenience that can occur with a complete 
new kitchen. 

Not only will a Dream Doors facelift save you $1000’s, but you will not have to suffer the stress, upheaval and mess 
that comes with a traditional kitchen re-fit. 

Dream Doors offer you a one-stop-shop for all your kitchen needs, and best of all, we come to you in the comfort of 
your own home, showing you samples of our huge range of doors and giving you an exact price, to the cent, with no 
hidden extras - guaranteed! 

The Advantages of Replacing Doors 
There are thousands of door combinations to choose from that will appeal to everyone’s taste - from contemporary to 
classical and from town to country. All doors are made-to-measure and manufactured to the highest standards, in a 
vast range of colours, styles and sizes. Whether you want melamine, vinyl wrapped MDF or solid wood, we have the 
door for you. 

A brand new kitchen is often too expensive but now, thanks to your local Dream Doors branch, there is a real 
alternative. Dream Doors have developed a niche service, understanding that many people choose a new kitchen 
because of minor faults or a dated look. The base and wall units, however, are invariably as solid as ever and an 
effective facelift can deliver outstanding results. 

Why stop at the kitchen though? Dream Doors offer quality facelift solutions to bedrooms, bathrooms and other  
living areas. 

All cabinetry and doors come with a 10 year guarantee
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Before and Afters

www.dreamdoorskitchens.com

BEFORE AFTER: Kitchen remodel and facelift with benchtop

BEFORE AFTER: Door and drawer front facelift
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DunedinAuckland Wellington Christchurch

Queenstown Hamilton Sydney Darwin

Brisbane Cairns Adelaide Hobart

Door Styles
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Melbourne CanberraPerth Albany

Newcastle Grafton Bathhurst Palmerston

Gladstone Burnie Devonport Launceston
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BendigoSale Frankston    Geraldton

BundabergBrighton Bunbury Ballarat

Rockhampton Shepparton FremantleAlbury

Door Styles

All cabinetry and doors come with a 10 year guarantee
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Maintenance
All doors and panels are designed to be generally low maintenance, however we do 
have some pointers for looking after them:

Whilst all doors and panels are water resistant, they aren’t water proof. Care should be 
taken to ensure that they don’t have excessive exposure to water, steam or extreme 
humidity. e.g. hot water jugs.

Care should also be taken to protect doors from high temperatures - such as hot 
implements or heat leaks from faulty appliances.

Generally you should clean doors with a warm damp cloth which has had the excess 
water wrung out of it, and remove any moisture remaining after cleaning with a dry cloth.  

Never use the following on your doors: abrasive cleaners, Janola or similar, scourer 
pads, wire wool, sand paper, or solvents and thinners.

Individual Drawer  
Fronts

Drawer Pack

Reduced Rails
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New Kitchens, Bathrooms & Bedrooms
With years of experience, Dream Doors can ensure the new kitchen you choose is an enjoyable 
space to both live and work in. Dream Doors trained designers will guide you through the entire 
process. Dream Doors Franchisees have the latest virtual reality European 3D design software  
to help create the kitchen of your dreams and we can show you this in the comfort of your  
own home.

All cabinetry and doors come with a 10 year guarantee
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All cabinetry and doors come with a 10 year guarantee

Computer Aided Design Drawing Actual Fitted Kitchen
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All cabinetry and doors come with a 10 year guarantee
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ROXX Engineered Stone
For Kitchens
ROXX combines the classic heritage of natural stone with leading 
technology to create a slim, lightweight, durable stone with 
unlimited applications.

ROXX out performs; it’s strong and hard wearing, non-porous, 
scratch resistant, and highly stain resistant. It’s better for the 
environment – repurposing mining waste, and it’s stylish.

Plus, unique to ROXX, because it’s so slim and light weight you can 
quickly and easily use stone throughout your home; splash backs, 
vanities, shower and wall linings, laundry counters and walls.

Available in an extensive range of colours, you can take advantage 
of ROXX’s unique properties to create an integrated flow of natural 
surfaces throughout your living and working spaces.

Astro

Cartel Crystal

Essence Hailstorm
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Irish Cream

Pumice Solo

Virtue - Ice Voodoo

ROXX Engineered Stone
For Bathrooms
Stunning floor-to-ceiling stone is now an affordable possibility for 
your home. Created in large lightweight 3 x 1.4m sheets ROXX 
can quickly and easily line your bathroom or shower walls. Or cut 
ROXX to the tile size that suits your design.

Non-porous ROXX is easy clean and grout free making for a 
cleaner healthier bathroom. Plus, made from granite and quartz, 
it’s durable and hard wearing making it scratch & stain resistant.

Whether you’re starting from scratch or renovating, 6mm ROXX 
can be applied to existing wall coverings or substrates.

ROXX is covered by manufacturer’s limited 10 year warranty.
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Contact Us


